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Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 6 Parkings: 3 Area: 726 m2 Type: House
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A palatial gem in Bella Vista Waters! Discover the epitome of luxury living at 18 Braeburn Crescent, Bella Vista. Located

on a prestigious street, this architecturally contemporary and modern home stands as a testament to impeccable design

and enduring quality. Built with full brick construction and suspended slab, this property promises durability.Step inside

and be welcomed by the sheer spaciousness of this remarkable home. It boasts six large bedrooms, four of which feature

private ensuites, offering ultimate comfort and privacy for the whole family. Thoughtfully designed, the home includes a

convenient guest or in-law suite located downstairs with its own ensuite and side access, providing ideal accommodation

for visitors or extended family members.This luxurious residence is an entertainment haven, with multiple expansive

living areas designed for seamless gatherings and family celebrations. The luxurious open kitchen, equipped with

state-of-the-art pit burner stoves, is perfect for culinary enthusiasts and provides a stylish and functional space for meal

preparation and entertaining.For those who work from home or require a quiet study space, the dedicated study/office

room offers a peaceful environment to focus and be productive. Every detail of this home has been meticulously planned

to blend modern elegance with functional design.Key Property Features:- 6 Bedrooms + study, 4 Bedrooms with ensuite-

Large open kitchen with high end appliances- Theatre room with wet bar for ultimate entertainment- Spacious formal and

in-formal living areas- Side access to the bedroom and study downstairs for guests - Massive upstairs living for the family

to enjoyIdeal location:- Short distance to Bella Vista Metro.- Short distance to cafes, restaurants and medical centres.-

Close to highly sought after Bella Vista Public SchoolExperience the perfect blend of luxury and comfort at 18 Braeburn

Crescent. This home is not just a place to live, but a statement of prestige and sophistication.Disclaimer: The above

information has been gathered from sources that we believe are reliable. However, we cannot guarantee the accuracy of

this information and nor do we accept responsibility for its accuracy. Any interested parties should rely on their own

enquiries and judgment to determine the accuracy of this information for their own purposes. Images are for illustrative

and design purposes only and do not represent the final product or finishes.


